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It has been three months since the National Register of Citizens (NRC) for Assam
citizens, almost all linguistic and ethnic minorities, women and children making
up the bulk. Authorities have emphasised that all those who have been excluded
still have a right to appeal, through accessing Foreigners Tribunals (FT). Senior
central and Assam state ministers have also been stating that government was

to citizenship. It is now being reported that government is also devising measures
Muslims will be excluded from all these ostensibly mitigating moves, rendering
them particularly at risk to exclusion and statelessness. And in the latest moves,
government, and that an all-India NRC would be carried out, including afresh in
st

the list and their families, wait in anxious anticipation for a possible route back to
citizenship.

1. Appealing against exclusion in Foreigners Tribunals

to appeal against their exclusion in Foreigners Tribunals.169
process appeals.170 But these procedures are heavily weighted against appellants:
all those already declared foreigners by any FT, as well as those against whom
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all eligible appeals too will see the light of day, with FTs having the discretion to
10). This discretion also extends to how FTs will conduct trials (Clause 17). The 100
with established judicial procedures, including those for tribunals - have had a
long history of arbitrary and discriminatory practice targeted at linguistic and
specially religious minorities.171 The additional 200 FTs established to process
being politicised, especially with an eye to further target Muslims.172 Several
civil society groups have challenged the procedures in the Supreme Court (SC),
173

Despite the urgency of the matter and passage of time, these have not yet been
heard by the SC.

, means that the commencement of
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declared foreigner and dragged away to detention centres. Women and Children
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residing in Assam’ (i.e. Bengal-origin Muslims), the fears among minorities has
just shot up several notches.175

of the appeals process, will not mean automatic designation as foreigner176, and
that only FTs following established procedure (under Foreigners Act 1946) would
177

rejected178 will also automatically be proceeded against to determine whether
they are foreigner, under provisions of the Foreigners Act 1946 [Section 2(A)
179
The outcome of these referrals are foregone conclusions, with procedures

future, are not unfounded.

2. Amending Citizenship laws, to include some

but only selectively. Senior central ministers as well as Assam state leaders have
been making noises about changing citizenship laws to obviate the need for

minorities (non-Muslims from Bangladesh and other Muslim-majority countries
the long-held assertion by Assamese and Hindu nationalists that the foreigners
issue in Assam was a Muslim problem - it is actually Bengali-origin Hindus

Bengal-origin Muslims.180
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India’s principal citizenship law, the Citizenship Act 1955 - to grant amnesty from

this scheme.181

will reintroduce the bill now to bail out Hindus among the excluded, some
appeals process commence.182 The bill is now listed in the legislative agenda of
th
Dec. 2019), and media
183

test’ for citizenship in India, in contravention of international law, in particular the
right to nationality “without distinction as to race, colour, or national or ethnic

ground (Article 15).184

3. From identifying ‘foreigners’ to identifying the
‘indigenous’

underwhelming.185
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Hindu, being accepted as citizens of Assam, should citizenship law be amended,
is causing much dismay among the Assamese.
To ameliorate Assamese concerns, Central government set up early in January
2019186, reconstituted again in July 2019187, High Level Committee to recommend
measures to implement Clause 6 of the Assam Accord (1985).188 Clause 6 talks
about “Constitutional, legislative and administrative safeguards” that must
be provided “to protect, preserve and promote the cultural, social, linguistic
identity and heritage of the Assamese people”.189
had noted, while setting up the committee in January 2019, that Clause 6 “wasn’t
Assam Movement and representing Assamese interests on the Assam Accord,
people before pushing the Citizenship (Amendment) Bill.190
since, seem to have borne fruits. The reconstituted HLC, has Chief Advisor of

since 1985 to implement Clause 6 of the Assam Accord, hold discussions with
stakeholders, assess the appropriate level of reservation of seats in the state
to protect the Assamese and other indigenous languages of Assam, besides
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recommending the appropriate level of reservation in employment under the
191
The committee, which has
a six months term, has been soliciting suggestions from the public, on how these
safeguards could be formulated.

Accord, will be eligible for the safeguards. In its public notices it has been using

speaking sections, fear they will be excluded from all of these, a fear founded
also on the fact that the HLC has little Bengali-speaking representation, certainly
no Bengali-origin Muslims. It has been reported that submissions made to HLC

called for ethnic Assamese and indigenous tribals to be automatically included,
192
This not only
th

communities in Assam, who are not considered indigenous to the state,
having been settled in Assam from central India during British rule to work tea
gardens.193
of reservations in elected bodies and public employment, besides promoting

persons, as part of its new land use policy.194
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form is not acceptable to the state government.195 And union home minister,

carried out afresh in Assam.196

4. The unending search to exclude

bring in the Citizenship Amendment Bill to safeguard a section of the excluded

past years, himself an ethnic Assamese, signalled the shift, when he remarked

only attempted to ascertain with some degree of certainty the number of
illegal migrants. 19 lakh (1.9 million) or 40 lakh (4 million) is not the point. It’s
a base document for future.197

updation, batting rather for 1951, and which had been referred to the constitution
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bench for adjudication.198
supervised closely by the Supreme Court, these foundational challenges to

towards its closure, seems uncertain, jeopardising the 1.9 million persons left in
limbo. The case was listed for hearing on 26th

process in Foreigners Tribunals. 199 The case was never heard, and no new date

5. Multi-tiered citizenship and the road to statelessness
To conclude, it is Bengali-origin Muslims who, in this grand design of the coming
together of Hindu nationalists and Assamese nativists, with Islamophobia
animating both, are most vulnerable to disenfranchisement, at serious risk
of statelessness.200 Community members - even as they wait in anticipation
be redone all over again - fear a bleak future of a 3-tiered citizenship regime
emerging in Assam, with them at the lowest rung.
At the top would be ethnic Assamese, and all those considered indigenous,
citizenship amendment bill, Bengal-origin Hindus, whether included in

indigenous in the HLC scheme of things, will be considered only halfcitizens. They will be excluded from reservations to elected bodies and in
employment, besides being denied linguistic and cultural autonomy.
eventually rejected by FTs, will be declared foreigners. It is this section –
198
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counting, an estimated 30-40 per cent of the 1.9 million excluded - that
stands most at risk of statelessness.

A recent report by the campaign group Avaaz found hate speech targeted at
was underway. Bengali-speaking Muslims in particular, were often the
targets of hate speech on Facebook. Avaaz found posts on the site calling
5.4 million times. 201 In effect these posts were only echoing the hateful
202

The situation in Assam draws parallels to the

to flee their homes. Social media platforms like Facebook besides extremist
offline mobilisation played dominant roles there. The parallels with Assam
are chilling, something that had led Genocide Watch to renew its Watch for
of genocidal process.”203
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